All the old gang I once knew now have left me two by two.

The old neighborhood don't look so good, I'm so lonely by my only.

Each and every one it seems meets the ideal of their dreams.

I've searched every-where for my ideal. Now I'm beginning to feel

Nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm lonesome.

Nobody sighs, nobody cries if I'm blue.

It seems that night after night, I sit alone and twiddle my thumbs.

But, still I keep right on hoping, keep the door open, but nobody comes.
p.2. Nobody Cares If I'm Blue

Ain't it a crime, kisses of mine are just wasted?

Since I'm so blue, I'm singin', "What'll I do?" (Boo-hoo)

Like a play-thing on the shelf, I guess I'll have to play by myself.

1. 'Cause nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm blue. (Instrumental, from "Nobody knows...")

2. 'Cause nobody knows, nobody cares for me,

My sorrow grows, 'cause nobody shares with me,

Nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm blue!
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All the old gang I once knew now have left me two by two.

D B7 E7 A7 A7+
The old neighborhood don't look so good, I'm so lonely by my only.

D C7 B7 G Gm6
Each and every one it seems meets the ideal of their dreams.
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I've searched every-where for my ideal. Now I'm beginning to feel
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Nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm lonesome.
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Nobody sighs, nobody cries if I'm blue.
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It seems that night after night, I sit alone and twiddle my thumbs.
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But, still I keep right on hoping, keep the door open, but nobody comes.
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Ain't it a crime, kisses of mine are just wasted?
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Since I'm so blue, I'm singin', "What'll I do?" (Boo-hoo)
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Like a play-thing on the shelf, I guess I'll have to play by myself.
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1. 'Cause nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm blue. (Instrumental, from "Nobody knows...")
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2. 'Cause nobody knows, nobody cares for me,
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My sorrow grows, 'cause nobody shares with me,
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Nobody knows, nobody cares if I'm blue!